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The final installment of the blockbuster motion picture trilogy The Lord of the Rings has been

acclaimed the world over as the definitive epic motion picture of recent times. The Return of the

King won 11 Oscars and two Golden Globe Awards, for Best Original Song and Best Score from a

Motion Picture. This high quality collector's edition contains seven principal movie themes, including

the Annie Lenox single "Into the West," plus, exclusive to this folio is another song performed by

Annie Lenox, "Use Well the Days." Also included are 10 pages of full-color photos from the many

incredible scenes in the movie -- all printed on classic antique paper stock. Titles are: The End of All

Things * Into the West * Minas Tirith * The Return of the King * The Steward of Gondor * Twilight

and Shadow * Use Well the Days.
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Great collectible style booklet with full color pages of movie scenes, but only 4/5 because it is very

small compared to the hours of music made for this incredible film. Really needs Gray Havens, Ride

of the Rohirrim, and Anduril.Rest of the book is done very well, not too challenging but plenty good

for my Shire loving students, they're eating these books up! I personally wish for all the music

possible for LOTR and keep looking for more advanced too. But considering this is just a corporate

production, it's plenty good for teasing the Hobbit feet.

This book takes several of the main themes from the film The Return of the King and all the ones I



was hoping for were included. I especially love playing the sequence that involves the crowning of

Aragorn. I am an intermediate player and did not find these songs difficult. Most of them I was able

to sight read tolerably. If you are a fan of Lord of the Rings, I really recommend this book.As a side

note, I also own the sheet music for the first two films and I don't play out of those books as often as

I do this one.

Great sheet music

Excellent piano book, the arrangement of Into the West is a bit bland but that's okay, there's plenty

of room to improvise over it.

Terrific movie

Our son loves the arrangements and is spending more time with his piano practicing since he got it!

Pretty good...but not as good as the other two. This contains less memorable tunes, and much,

much harder pieces. I bought this book mostly for the song Pippin sings and Into the West. Both

turned out a little disappointing. Pippin's song (called The Edge of Night) is just the melody line, with

no chords or anything for the bottom hand. I know he sang it that way, but I was hoping for

something a little more full. Into the West is still absolutely beautiful, but that doesn't have the

melody line written into the piano part. It's just there for the singer, so unless you can sing, or you're

really good at improvising, you won't be able to play it like you'd hope. However, I would still

recommend this book to any Howard Shore/LOTR fan. It will take practice, but I think it will be worth

your time. Also, when I was looking at this, I was wondering what the book would look like because

there was no picture. It's the movie poster, just like the other two were.

I only needed this book to finish my set of three. Haven't played from it yet, but I will eventually.
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